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FOREWORD

Given Salonica’s work within the social impact investing space
and our interest in diversity, this report is a natural
continuation of our work and research. This report has been
created with several audiences in mind:
• Policy makers
• Investors
• Community organisers and the social enterprise sector
Our thesis is that diversity in the UK is a source of strength,
which needs to be cultivated and celebrated. The UK is now no
longer a great power – though it remains a large, high income
economy.
In order to retain its disproportionate influence globally, the UK
needs to nurture its diverse minorities. Minority communities in
the UK tend to have a younger demographic than the white
British population, and also retain – or have the potential to
retain – links to their lands of ethnic origin. For example, there
are 312,000 of people born in Nigeria in the UK, yet bilateral
trade is a mere £6.7 billion1. Similarly despite the large
Pakistani diaspora, bilateral trade sits at a meagre £4bn1. While
some of this can be due to external factors, there has been a
lack of government direction to take advantage of these ‘trade
highways’. The government has taken an inconsistent
approach, e.g. it has been willing to aggressively pursue some
bilateral relations – for example with India (bilateral trade sits
at £34 billion1).

We have also highlighted areas in which the census isn’t useful
and makes use of generic or reductive markers.
Unfortunately, some in British society will view the census data
negatively. The last census – which saw a noticeable increase
in the Muslim population – was associated with alarmist and
negative headlines. Brexit and the Conservative party’s shift to
the right has emboldened racists and isolationists. Arguably this
has been given cover by a media which has consistently
highlighted its institutional bias and has held people of colour
to a higher bar. According to the Institute of Race Relations,
recent legislation which gives the state the right to strip citizens
their British citizenship, should they commit serious crimes,
disproportionately affects Muslims of South Asian heritage and
ethnic minorities in general.
For all the positive developments around demography, there
are also negatives. For example:
• Levels of educational attainment among certain ethnic

minorities are low (Afro Caribbean Progress 8 and
Bangladeshi level 4 education, for instance).

• Levels of income and wealth for all ethnic minorities lag
behind those of their white British counterparts. For every £1
of wealth a white British household has, Bangladeshi and
Afro Caribbean households have 24p.

1: Department for International Trade 
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The reasons for these inequalities need to be examined at
source – for example, is the reason for the lack of home
ownership in the Bangladeshi community due to the fact that
many live in inner city social housing? Are there religious
reasons (the prohibition of interest) and / or lack of access to
finance?
We felt it was important to fully understand the new census
dynamics. Minority communities have often been an
afterthought within the context of modern nation states, and
Europe in particular has struggled. However, as they become
increasingly visible and active in all forms of public life, policy
makers are required to meet their requirements.
In addition, the private sector has lagged behind with respect
to understanding the needs of niche communities. This is borne
out from market research which highlights that entrepreneurs
from ethnic minority backgrounds are under-funded relative to
their white peers2.
Despite the acknowledgement by quasi state organisations such
as the British Business Bank, little is being done to assuage
issues, and for all the talk of social impact, we have seen little
improvement over the past 4 years.
This report can be used by community leaders, empowering
them to tackle the issues facing their communities head-on.

2: British Business Bank, Alone together - Entrepreneurship and diversity in the UK Freepik.com

Another concern is the increase in inequality since the last
census, something which has also percolated across minority
groups. The situation is stark in cities such as London, with an
increase in households living in persistent poverty. Clearly a
cogent government policy with respect to issues such as
housing and job creation is required.
Generally, we feel that the Census has thrown up a sleuth of
positive data and plethora of untapped opportunities. With the
combined efforts of both public and private sector
stakeholders, we have no doubt that the full potential of
Britain’s diverse communities can be fully realised.
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Our report focuses on the increased proportion of ethnic
minorities in the UK with a particular emphasis on:
• The Muslim community
• The Asian community
• The Black community
This is not to denigrate or diminish the ‘other’ minorities (be
they ethnic or religious) represented in the census, but we feel
that these three strands will capture much of the diversity
exuded by the latest census, and are also the most significant.
Furthermore it is important to note that the groupings are
made for simplicity, for example, the Muslim community, is no
monolith, and within it are divergent views, strands, ethnicities
and experiences.

The Muslim community
Islam has been the second most professed religion in the UK
for some time, with 7% of the population identifying as such,
an increase from 4.8% in the last census. The Muslim
community is diverse, both in terms of ethnic backgrounds and
socio-demographic markers, in some ways it can be said to be
a microcosm of the Muslim community globally.

The 2021 census, in many ways feels of seminal importance. The first census conducted since the Brexit vote, the 
data has thrown up that we live in a more multi-religious, multi-ethnic society than we ever have – something 
that perhaps may perturb the isolationists.

2011
2.7m

2021
3.8m
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The Asian community
The Asian community – those that trace their origins to the
Indian Sub-continent – comprises 9.1% of the population of
England & Wales. There is much diversity within the community
in terms of income, wealth and educational standards.
• The Indian community as a whole has achieved levels of

income and wealth comparable to their white English peers,
and they have excelled academically.

• The Bangladeshi community unfortunately lags on income
indicators, however, encouragingly, Progress 8 scores are
above average – it will be interesting to see how this
translates in the next census in 10 years time.

• The Pakistani community is somewhere in between, though
this hides the great disparity between ethnic groups within
this community – something we will elaborate on later.

The Black community
Again, the Black community encapsulates a plethora of diversity
– from the Caribbean to East Africa, and in some ways it is
counterintuitive to lump these communities together.

While both the Black and mixed communities have grown since
2011, the percentage of people identifying as Mixed have
increased significantly more, indicating an increasing level of
inter-ethnic relationships.
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The economic powerhouse
London
The fulcrum around which the UK operates is of course
London, and the latest census shows that the capital truly is a
global city. While the age of Empire has passed, it is
remarkable that London is still a leading financial centre
globally and a true melting pot of cultures and thoughts.
What makes this ever more remarkable is that London has
retained its pre-eminence, despite the bungling of politicians
and mayors. It is the people, companies, universities and
institutions such as the City of London Corporation, which have
ensured London retains its pre-eminent spot.
London is a non-English majority city and accounts for around 
a third of the UK’s GDP – it is the 5th largest 
economic zone in the UK. It is clear
that the future prosperity of the UK 
will be driven by London. Therefore, 
the UK government needs to keep 
investing into London – this 
requires cogent medium term 
policy making, something which 
has been lacking from both a 
mayoral and government level.

The rising star
Manchester
Manchester has been transformed
over the past decade, with
investment into its football club
an anchor into a general
regeneration of the city.
This has led to a real estate boom
driven by foreign investors,
including but not exclusively those
from the GCC. Former Chancellor George Osborne’s still-born 
Northern Powerhouse project posited Manchester as a gateway 
to the North, and despite the Powerhouse stalling, there is a 
fantastic array of private equity houses and law firms in the 
area. 

Freepik.com

Freepik.com
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“And one of His signs is…the diversity of 
your languages and colours. In that are 

signs for those who know.”
- The Quran

Freepik.com
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HEADLINE FINDINGS

Delving deeper into some of the findings:
Religion
• The Muslim population now stands at 6.5% of the total

population, an increase of 43% from 2011.
• The Muslim population has increased in every region of

England by between 30% (London) and 58% (North West
and East of England).

Ethnicity
• The number of people of mixed heritage in England & Wales

has increased by 40% and stands at 3% of the population.
This appears to indicate an increase in mixed households.
The majority of these are in urban centres.

• The number of people of Asian ethnicity increased by 30%
while the number of people in the Black community
increased by 29%.

The headline figures from the census found that the ethnic minority in England & Wales increased to 18% of the 
population from 14% in 2011, with all minority religions increasing (Islam, Hinduism and Sikhism).

• Since 2011, the Hindu and
Sikh communities have also
increased by 24% and 26%
respectively. The former can
be attributed to high net
migration from India.

Ethnicity (cont.)
• The white British / Irish make up less than 50% of the

population in London, Leicester and Birmingham (39%,
34% and 44% respectively).

Other
• Labour force participation: Levels of participation among

Bangladeshis and Pakistani women have increased by over
60% over the past decade.

• Educational attainment: white British and Afro-
Caribbeans lagged behind the other ethnic minorities in
terms of progress 8 scores.

• Wealth: Levels of wealth and income vary among ethnic
minorities. In 2018, people of Bangladeshi and Black African
ethnicity were at the bottom of the wealth ladder, with an
average household wealth of 25% and 26%
of the total national average. Indian
household wealth (88% of
national average) stood
just behind that of white
British (105%).

Freepik.com

Freepik.com
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46.2%

37.2%

6.5%
4.1% 6.0%

Christian No religion Muslim

Other Not answered

75%

81%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2021

2011

White British / Irish White: other Black Pakistani
Bangladeshi Indian Other Asian East Asian
Mixed Other

Religions in England & Wales, 2011 vs 2021

Ethnicities in England & Wales, 2011 vs 2021

59.3%25.1%

4.8%

3.6% 7.2%

2011 2021
• Christianity remains the

most prevalent religion in
England & Wales, but the
proportion of people
identifying as such has
seen a steep decline.

• Islam is the only major
religion to have grown
between 2011 to 2021.

• A higher proportion of
the population identify as
having no religion.

Areas with high proportion of ethnic minorities, 2021

Muslim % Asian % Black %

London 15% 19% 14%

Birmingham 30% 30% 11%

Manchester 31% 19% 12%

Leicester 22% 43% 8%

Luton 33% 37% 10% A

A

B

C

D

E

B

D

E

C

3: estimated as UK GDP per capita * number of Muslims in England & Wales

GDP of Muslims in England & Wales (estimated)

Morocco GDP
US$ 143 bn
37m people

Tunisia GDP
US$ 47 bn

12.3m people

Estimated GDP of 
Muslims in E&W3

US$ 177 bn
3.87m people
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THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY

The largest Muslim community in England & Wales totals 1.32
million people and can be found in London. This means that
there are now more Muslims in London than there are in Rabat
or Muscat.
However, it would be incorrect to view the Muslim community
as a monolith. The community is extremely diverse, and while
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis predominate, there are significant
numbers of Indian Muslims, Arabs, Somalis and Turks. They
follow extremely different forms of Islam, with Sunni Muslims4

forming the majority, but sizeable numbers of Shia Muslims
(predominantly Twelver and Ismaili), as well as Salafis.
The table opposite shows the breakdown of Muslims by ethnic
group in England & Wales. The corresponding 2021 census
information has not yet been released.

Islam is now the second largest religion in England & Wales, representing 6.5% of the population (3.87 million 
people). This represents an increase of 43% over the past 10 years.

4: “Sunni” being defined as someone who follows the 4 canonical legal codes: Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi and Hanbali, and their variants

Muslims by ethnic group (2011)
English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British 77,272 2.9%
Irish 1,914 0.1%
Gypsy or Irish Traveller 378 0.0%
Other white 131,056 4.8%

White 210,620 7.8%
White and Black Caribbean 5,384 0.2%
White and Black African 15,681 0.6%
White and Asian 49,689 1.8%
Other Mixed 31,828 1.2%

Mixed/multiple ethnic group 102,582 3.8%
Indian 197,161 7.3%
Pakistani 1,028,459 38.0%
Bangladeshi 402,428 14.9%
Chinese 8,027 0.3%
Other Asian 194,485 7.2%

Asian/Asian British 1,830,560 67.6%
African 207,201 7.7%
Caribbean 7,345 0.3%
Other Black 57,469 2.1%

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British 272,015 10.1%
Arab 178,195 6.6%
Any other ethnic group 112,094 4.1%

Other ethnic group 290,289 10.7%
Total 2,706,066 100%
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The Muslim community in numbers • The Muslim population in England & Wales has reached 3.8
million, up from 2.7 million 2011.

• London is home to 1.32 million Muslims, which constitutes
15% of the capital’s population (up from 12% 10 years
ago) – this means that London now has more Muslims than
Rabat, Muscat, Samarkand or Tunis.

• There are 3 London boroughs were Muslims make up more
than 30% of the population.

• Outside of the capital, Muslims in Luton, Bradford and
Birmingham also comprise at least 30% of the population.

• The North West and East of England saw the biggest &
increases, with the Muslim population increasing by 58% in
both regions, albeit from relatively low bases.

• Aside from London, large Muslim centres include
Birmingham, Bradford, Leicester and Manchester.

• 55% of Muslims are 29 or younger, making it the youngest
religious group in England & Wales.

Total Muslims by region in England & Wales
2011 2021 % change

London 1,012,823 1,318,755 30%
West Midlands 376,152 569,964 52%
North West England 356,153 562,647 58%
Yorkshire and the Humber 326,050 442,532 36%
South East England 201,651 309,066 53%
East of England 148,341 234,744 58%
East Midlands 140,649 210,767 50%
South West England 51,228 80,149 56%
North East England 46,764 72,102 54%
Wales 45,950 66,950 46%
Total 2,705,761 3,867,676 43%

38%

17%
15%
14%
11%

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

100%
Age brackets by religion

0 to 19 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 65 66 and above

Freepik.com
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Social demography
While there is prosperity within the Muslim community there
are still high levels of relative poverty. We have highlighted the
income/wealth disparities faced by the Bangladeshi community.
This is also true of the Pakistani Kashmiri population (Bradford
and Birmingham). A holistic action plan is required to assuage
these issues – this will need to involve the private sector,
community leaders, and government policy.

Diversity by geography

The Muslim community in the UK reflects the diversity of the
Muslim world globally, for instance - Punjabis in Manchester
and Glasgow, Gujaratis in Dewsbury and Blackburn, Pakistani
Kashmiri in Bradford and Birmingham, a large Moroccan
population in Wiltshire, Ismailis in London, Bengalis in East
London, white English in the East of England, Barelvis in the
North of England, Salafis in inner city London, Iranians and
Egyptians in West London, Turks in North London, etc.
Perhaps the biggest strength of this diversity, is the cultural
links they may have with their countries of origin – the ability
to facilitate trade into these high growth markets. For example
enabling the Pakistani or Egyptian communities to bolster
bilateral trade between the UK and Pakistan / Egypt.

Boroughs with the highest proportion of Muslims
Rank 

(2021) Local authority 2011 2021 % 
Change

1 London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets 35% 40% 16%

2 Blackburn with Darwen 27% 35% 30%
3 London Borough of Newham 32% 35% 9%
4 Luton 25% 33% 34%
5 London Borough of Redbridge 23% 31% 34%
6 City of Bradford 25% 31% 24%
7 Birmingham 22% 30% 37%
8 Slough 23% 29% 26%
9 Pendle 17% 26% 49%

10 London Borough of Barking and 
Dagenham 14% 24% 78%

11 Metropolitan Borough of Oldham 18% 24% 38%
12 Leicester 19% 23% 26%
13 Manchester 16% 22% 41%

14 London Borough of Waltham 
Forest 22% 22% (1)%

15 London Borough of Brent 19% 21% 15%
16 City of Westminster 18% 20% 10%
17 Bolton 12% 20% 70%
18 Metropolitan Borough of Rochdale 14% 19% 35%
19 London Borough of Ealing 16% 19% 19%
20 London Borough of Enfield 17% 19% 12%
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Implications

Muslims in England & Wales have a greater GDP than that of
Morocco or Tunisia. This is an astounding figure and can be
read in many ways. This represents a great economic
opportunity for businesses targeting the Muslim community, in
particular those that prescribe to the fundamentals of the
Muslim faith, such as halal or shariah compliant products. For
example, there could be opportunities for increased investment
into the halal F&B sector.

Furthermore, given the grey area around the use of interest
and leveraged products, there could be opportunities around
the provision of financial products which meet the requirements
of the Muslim community.

While Muslims are a diverse community – both from an ethnic
minority and income perspectives – it can be argued that there
are some commonalities which could translate into politics. This
includes provision of services which adhere to the Muslim faith
– e.g. halal school meals. Indeed there are now 51 local
authorities where Muslims make up at least 10% of the
population, which suggests that Muslims could be the
determining factor and a swing vote.

Given accusations of Islamophobia in the Conservative Party,
perhaps the Tories should focus on winning over this voting
bloc, as opposed to antagonising them - traditionally many
Pakistanis and Bangladeshis have voted for the Labour Party.

The below table shows the Top 20 parliamentary constituencies
with the highest % of Muslims and the corresponding result at
the 2019 general elections. Labour held onto all seats by large
margins.

Constituency Muslims Total 
population % Muslim Result Excess of lab 

over con votes

Birmingham, Hodge Hill 82,639 132,373 62% Lab hold 28,655 
Bradford West 71,284 121,348 59% Lab hold 27,019 
Birmingham, Hall Green 68,100 121,898 56% Lab hold 28,508 
Blackburn 52,620 114,388 46% Lab hold 18,304 
Bradford East 53,409 121,785 44% Lab hold 18,144 
Ilford South 64,415 147,289 44% Lab hold 24,101 
Birmingham, Ladywood 62,027 144,079 43% Lab hold 28,582 
Bethnal Green and Bow 58,959 143,001 41% Lab hold 37,524 
East Ham 68,818 166,978 41% Lab hold 33,176 
Manchester, Gorton 46,844 120,223 39% Lab hold 30,339 
Poplar and Limehouse 64,951 167,289 39% Lab hold 28,904 
Birmingham, Yardley 41,426 116,951 35% Lab hold 10,659 
Luton North 37,233 108,773 34% Lab hold 9,247 
Oldham West and Royton 35,980 112,040 32% Lab hold 11,127 
Leicester South 41,081 128,234 32% Lab hold 22,675 
Birmingham, Perry Barr 35,794 112,438 32% Lab hold 15,317 
Bolton South East 34,148 111,353 31% Lab hold 7,598 
Rochdale 34,867 114,403 30% Lab hold 9,668 
Slough 45,776 152,044 30% Lab hold 13,640 
Luton South 37,118 123,508 30% Lab hold 8,756 
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Policy
While not a monolith and not driven by faith alone, politicians
would do well to show sympathy to the anxieties of the Muslim
community.
For instance, there are over 50 local authorities where Muslims
make up more than 10% of the population so one would
expect policy decisions to start taking into account concerns of
the Muslim community.
London is the Muslim Capital of Europe and could position itself
as a financial centre for Global ‘Islamicate’ capital. There have
been a number of attempts at this, all of which have been
stillborn – either due to a lack of political will, or ineptitude on
the part of the Islamic finance community.
The last two decades has seen the emergence of a ‘British’
expression of Islam, perhaps best exemplified by the formation
of institutes such as Cambridge Muslim College. This is
reflective of a newfound confidence within the community, and
government policy should be supportive of this.

Investment opportunities
There is immense opportunity when it comes to the Muslim
community of England & Wales. They are growing in numbers,
young and have particular tastes and requirements shaped by
their Muslim identities.
We see particular areas of investment opportunities within
shariah compliant products and services:

Food & Beverages
• Halal F&B concepts
• Halal F&B supply chain

Hospitality 
Tourism targeting the domestic 
Muslim community, e.g.:
• Hotels which offer Halal F&B 

and activities

Entertainment & leisure
• Media and movies targeting 

community’s sensibilities

Financial products
Very important and nascent sector
• Products promoting financial 

inclusion
• Shariah compliant credit
• Business products

Freepik.com
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Asians in England & Wales, 2021

THE ASIAN COMMUNITY

The Asian (Indian sub-continent) community is now the largest
non-white community in England & Wales, totalling 8.5% of the
population, and have had a big impact on British society. Many
Asians are business owners and successful professionals.
However, elsewhere there is a lack of visibility, in particular
around sports, entertainment and journalism. In fact only 2.5%
of journalists are from an Asian background
The major centres of the Asian community can be found in
English urban areas - London (19%), Birmingham (30%),
Leicester (43%), Bradford (32%), Manchester (19%), and
Leeds (9%).

The Asian community is now the largest non-white community in England & Wales, totalling 8.5% of the 
population.

N. East
Asians: 83k (3%)
Pakistani: 27k
Bengali: 16k
Indians: 22k

Yorkshire & Humber
Asians: 457k (8%)
Pakistani: 296k
Bengali: 29k
Indians: 81k

East Midlands
Asians: 363k (8%)
Pakistani: 71k
Bengali: 21k
Indians: 230k

East 
Asians: 367k (6%)
Pakistani: 99k
Bengali: 51k
Indians: 137k

N. West
Asians: 568k (8%)
Pakistani: 304k
Bengali: 61k
Indians: 140k

West Midlands
Asians: 761k (13%)
Pakistani: 319k
Bengali: 77k
Indians: 276k

S. West
Asians: 133k (2%)
Pakistani: 17k
Bengali: 12k
Indians: 59k

London 
Asians: 1.7m (19%)
Pakistani: 291k
Bengali: 322k
Indians: 656k

S. East
Asians: 586k (6%)
Pakistani: 145k
Bengali: 40k
Indians: 242k

Wales
Asians: 26k (2%)
Pakistani: 18k
Bengali: 15k
Indians: 21k
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Educational attainment and wealth
As expected given the diversity within the community, there is
also a range of educational and socio-demographic attainment.
In terms of educational attainment, however, all the major
South Asian communities outperform their white British peers
with respect to progress 8 scores.

Despite achieving higher average Progress 8 scores than the
white British, when it comes to household wealth, all ethnic
minorities lag behind white British households.
The Indian community outperforms other ethnic minorities but
the same cannot be said for Bangladeshis, who are at the
bottom of the household wealth table - for every £1 of white
British household wealth, a Bangladeshi household has 24p.

Mean household wealth in Great Britain,
April 2016 to March 2018

-0.6
-0.4
-0.2

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
Progress 8 scores

Progress 8 score National Average

Household wealth Mean % of total
Unknown 665,400 118%
White British 590,400 105%
Indian 493,800 88%
Other white 406,400 72%
Mixed/Multiple 397,500 70%
Black Caribbean 379,200 67%
Other Asian background 367,800 65%
Chinese 348,400 62%
Pakistani 302,100 54%
Any other ethnic group 240,300 43%
Black African 147,300 26%
Bangladeshi 141,100 25%
Total 564,300
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Female participation in the work force
An area of improvement has been the participation of South
Asian women in the work force, with women's employment for
Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Indian women at 38.6%, 43.2%,
and 72.1% respectively.

While the participation rates for Bangladeshi and Pakistani
women are low, they still represent a 35% and 50% increase in
participation of women in the work force over the past decade,
a trend we expect to continue.

Another observation is that, out of all minority groups,
Pakistanis are the most likely to be self employed followed by
Indians and then Bengalis. There is a growing body of evidence
which highlights discrimination against ethnic minorities in the
work place5. Could this be a driver for Pakistanis in particular to
go it alone?

67.5 
60.3 

28.9 28.7 

55.5 

73.9 72.1 

43.2 38.6 

65.4 

 -

 20.0

 40.0

 60.0

 80.0

 100.0

White Indian Pakistani Bangladeshi Black/ African/
Caribbean/
Black British

Female employment rate by ethnicity (%), 2021

2011 2021

Ethnic group Wages & 
salaries

Self-
employed

income
Investments Pension Benefits Other

White 64% 8% 1% 17% 6% 4%

Multiple ethnic groups 75% 6% 2% 5% 5% 7%

Asian/Asian British 72% 8% 1% 5% 6% 8%

Indian 78% 7% 1% 7% 3% 4%

Pakistani 64% 10% 0% 4% 10% 12%

Bangladeshi 61% 7% 0% 4% 13% 15%

Chinese 63% 5% 1% 3% 3% 25%

Other Asian 74% 7% 1% 4% 5% 9%

Black 70% 7% 0% 6% 8% 9%

Other ethnic group 75% 9% 1% 4% 5% 6%

All households 65% 8% 1% 16% 6% 4%

5: E.g. a recent Chartered Management Institute study found that 66% of employees from an Asian background reported feeling overlooked for opportunities owing to their identity
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Indians and Pakistanis
Outwardly, there is a clear difference with respect to levels of
wealth and educational attainment between Indians and
Pakistanis. A closer look however might indicate that there
might be more convergence than we think.
The vast majority (70%) of the Pakistani community in England
& Wales hails from Pakistani controlled territory (Azad Kashmir)
– they have established significant communities in Birmingham,
Bradford, Leeds and Luton. However, when we discount the
Pakistani Kashmiri community from the Pakistani community,
the Pakistani community has similar data points as those of the
Indian community. For example, according to the 2011 census
data, 43% of Indians nationwide have a level 4 qualification,
while only 25% of Pakistanis and 20% of Bangladeshis have a
level 4 qualification. The national average is 32%.
When looking at Pakistanis in London (more likely to exclude
Kashmiri Pakistanis), we find that 34% have a level 4
qualification (according to 2011 statistics).
Therefore the common negative portrayal of Pakistanis is
unjustified, and a more nuanced understanding of different
communities in the UK is required.

Freepik.com

What does this mean
As has been highlighted, Indians have accrued similar amounts
of wealth as their white British peers. Levels of attainment
within the Pakistani community (when excluding the Pakistani
Kashmiri community) are similar. This would indicate that
longer established immigrant communities who emigrate with a
baseline of social capital, can attain socio-economic success
fairly swiftly.
As these communities mature, it will be interesting to see the
continued proclivity for entrepreneurship and whether the
increased representation in the creative arts continues.
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THE ASIAN COMMUNITY

Policy
The Asian community is incredibly diverse, even within specific
ethnic classifications. For instance, in terms of socio-economic
markers, the Pakistani Kashmiri population is less akin to the
wider Pakistani community and instead is more similar to the
Bangladeshi community.
A nuanced understanding of the requirements of different
minority groups is required when analysing their experiences in
the UK. One such example is the prevalence of consanguineous
marriages within the Pakistani Kashmiri community and
resultant health issues caused.
Tensions between some members of the Hindu and Muslim
communities in Leicester, which experts say is an example of
how the politics that are roiling India — and leading to the
persecution of Muslims, Christians and other religious minorities
— have migrated to other parts of the globe, including the UK.
This is worrying, as it threatens the general peaceful relations
that different religious and ethnic groups within the Asian
community have enjoyed. Sectarian politics – whether of an
Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi colour – cannot be allowed to
infect the UK, and government policy needs to reflect this.
Having said this, the government itself is not beyond stoking
tensions between ethnic and religious communities – Zac
Goldsmith led a very divisive Mayoral campaign in 2016, and
more recently, Conservative Party Peer Lord Ranger had to
withdraw derogatory comments he made about the Pakistani
community.

The government should put safeguards to prevent foreign
governments from interfering with minorities in the UK and
implement policies targeting specific ethnic minorities, e.g.
working with community leaders to asses the impact of
consanguineous marriages in the Kashmiri community or access
to housing finance for Bengalis.
Investment Opportunities
Despite the cultural diversity within the Asian community,
South Asians share cultural references and values. For
example, stronger family values and higher prevalence of inter-
generational households than white British. Concurrently, some
of these cultural norms are slowly changing. Some investment
opportunities that could come out of these cultural shifts:

• Care homes targeting the Asian elderly
• F&B targeting the nuanced tastes of the Asian community.

We have seen a rise in more localised sub-continental food,
this we see as increasing

• Entertainment (in particular media content)

Freepik.com
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THE BLACK COMMUNITY

As previously mentioned, a large omission from the census is
that the burgeoning Somali and East African communities have
not be appropriately captured – despite the fact that there are
an estimated 108,000 Somali-born UK citizens.

London is now 14% Black. The capital has historically been the
enclave of the Black community in the UK. Boroughs with high
% of Black population include Lewisham, Southwark and
Lambeth (27%, 25% and 24%). We note however that the
fastest growing Black populations are outside of London, and
include suburbs like Thurrock, Birmingham and Manchester.

Another interesting observation is the young demographic
among the ’Mixed’ category. Whilst we aren’t positing that the
UK is now ‘post racial’, this suggest an increasing number of
interracial relationships amongst millennials and Gen Z, and the
creation of new culture. This can only be a good thing, and as
this cohort matures, it will be interesting to see the impact they
have on all walks of British life and culture.

The ‘Black’ and associated ‘Mixed’ communities have seen a steady increase over the past decade, and now 
comprise 6.9% of the population.

Total Blacks and Mixed race by region in England & Wales
2011 2021 % change

London 1,493,919 1,694,145 13%
South East England 303,777 482,445 59%
West Midlands 313,839 447,241 43%
East of England 229,558 364,614 59%
North West England 207,966 335,768 61%
East Midlands 167,708 247,226 47%
Yorkshire and the Humber 164,903 234,660 42%
South West England 121,360 183,691 51%
Wales 49,797 76,163 53%
North East England 35,669 59,899 68%
North West Leicestershire 794 1,408 77%
Total 3,089,290 4,127,260 34%
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THE BLACK COMMUNITY

The diversity in the Black community – and why such monikers
are problematic – is illustrated by the different educational
outcomes within this category. For example ‘Black African’
progress 8 scores, are favourable (higher than Pakistanis but
lower than Indians) but Black Caribbean and Mixed/Black
Caribbean rank very low, near the bottom of the table. There is
possibly an element of class at play, which reinforces the view
of social commentators such as Akala, who state that it is
unhelpful to classify the Black Caribbean as such, and that they
should instead be viewed as a working class community. This
would help devise more targeted policies to tackle the issue.

There are also variations in wealth and income, with Black
Caribbean households having greater wealth than Black African.
This would make sense as recent migrants are less likely to
inherit savings or homes. Therefore, the more established
BAME communities with a larger and older British-born
population (Indian) would have more wealth than a more
recent and younger one (Black African). However, this does not
explain the lower wealth among Black Caribbeans, who were
the largest single ethnic group in Britain from the 1940s to
1970s.
Perhaps the answer lies in home ownership, with a relatively
higher wealth among Indians and Pakistanis driven by their
higher home-ownership rates than Black Caribbeans.

Labour
Current ONS data on education by ethnicity is yet to be
released. However, based on 2011 data, Level 4 education
(roughly degree level and above) is attained by 33% of the
Black community, above the national average. Indeed, since
the late 1990s ethnic minorities have been more likely to attend
university.
According to the Runneymede Trust, nearly 40% of Black
African graduates were in non-graduate jobs, nearly double the
white British rate of 20% - though this may be caveated by the
fact that Black (and Bangladeshi and Pakistani) graduates are
more likely to attend less ‘selective’ universities6.
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1 Progress 8 scores

Progress 8 score National Average

6: Colour of Money – The Runneymede Trust
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Given the higher levels of education amongst the Black and other ethnic minorities within the current generation (late teens to early 
thirties) we would expect to see a medium term trend of increasing income, seniority of roles and wealth accumulation in the future.
However, earnings of most of the Black community appear to lag behind the average both 3 and 10 years post graduation. This 
doesn’t control for the quality of the course studied or the university attended, but it still points to a persistent failure in the system to 
reward Black people (and Pakistani’s) in the same way as it is rewarding other ethnicities.
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THE BLACK COMMUNITY

The entrepreneurial drive is strong among ethnic minority
groups8 but they – Black entrepreneurs in particular - have
been let down by the existing system, through difficulties in
accessing finance due to a number of factors, such as
prejudice, lack of cultural sensitivity from mainstream service
providers, and poor take up of professional services as they
are perceived to be intimidating. A report on
Entrepreneurship and Diversity commissioned by the British
Business Bank9 found that ethnicity and gender had an
impact on entrepreneurial success. This corroborated our
own research (some of which is publicly available) and
confirms the depth of the issue facing ethnic minorities and
the black community in particular.

Success is linked to ethnicity
• BAME entrepreneurs experience lower success rates for

starting a business compared to white entrepreneurs.
Access to finance and under-representation in senior
positions partly explain the disparities but systemic
disadvantage also plays a role. (p.5)9

• Even after controlling for more than 30 explanatory factors
– including sector, money, human and social capital and
finance – disparities persist. For some people their ethnicity
and gender are intimately tied to worse outcomes. (p.6)9

Untapped market for products targeting minority
Black consumers
• One in six Black entrepreneurs decide to start a business

after identifying a gap in the availability of products suited
to them. (p.8)9

• More Black entrepreneurs get their idea from not being able
to access a product or service that they need. (p.36)9

Lack of access to finance and advice is holding back
under-represented entrepreneurs
• Poorer access to finance, particularly among Black African

and Indian entrepreneurs puts BAME entrepreneurs at a
systemic disadvantage. (p.13)9

• Money is critical to success, irrespective of ethnicity, gender
or place (p.55)9 but access to finance appears to be a
barrier for BAME entrepreneurs. (p.57)9

8: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/225762/EMBs_and_Access_to_Finance.pdf
9: 2 Alone together entrepreneurship and diversity in the UK (british-business-bank.co.uk)
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Systemic disadvantage and bias
• Under representation of Black people among managers,

directors and officials in the workplace reduces the
opportunity to develop relevant human capital. (p.13)9

• Lower household income among Black Caribbean, Black
African, Other Asian and Other Ethnic Minority
entrepreneurs, particularly relative to living costs for those
in London, put them at a disadvantage to their white
counterparts. (p.13)9

• Findings highlight the systemic disadvantage faced by
women of all ethnicities which takes various forms,
including gender bias in investment decision making (p.15)9

Black entrepreneurs are qualified and invest
significant time in their businesses
• Black entrepreneurs (and BAME entrepreneurs generally)

are more highly qualified, than their white counterparts
(who are the least qualified). (p.22)9

• When developing their ideas, BAME entrepreneurs invest
more time and money. These findings speak to greater
personal risks that those from certain under-represented
groups may face, whether perceived or genuine (p.37)9

Community is key to minority ethnic entrepreneurs
• 20% of Black entrepreneurs start a business because they

want to do something for their community. (Page 35)9

9: Alone together entrepreneurship and diversity in the UK (british-business-bank.co.uk)

Freepik.com
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Minority entrepreneurs are qualified but undervalued…13

Access to finance and advice help businesses to flourish13

Impact through investing into underserved communities13

WHY WE SHOULD LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD

Despite the success of the minority community in the UK, there
is much work to do to level the playing field.
Inequality is a stain on civilised societies and represents a huge
lost economic opportunity. Inequality leads to poorer health
and life outcomes. This is perhaps most starkly illustrated in the
disproportionate impact that COVID-19 had on minority
communities, with various studies concluding that Black and
South Asian Britons were several times more likely to die than
their white counterparts (estimates range from 3.7 times more
likely for Black African Brits to 1.5 times for Indian Brits10.)
The UK faces a plethora of inequality issues, some further
examples to illustrate the systemic nature of this include:
• In Kensington & Chelsea, life expectancy is 10 year lower for

the poorest ward (North Kensington, scene of the Grenfell
fire) than the more prosperous wards11

• Applicants with African or Muslim sounding names are 75%
less likely to be called to an interview than corresponding
English sounding names12

If policy makers do not want to assuage inequality, in of itself,
then they should at least do so, for the financial imperative.
The National Audit Office estimates that the cost to the UK
economy of the failure to fully use the talents the ethnic
minority population could be more than £8 billion p.a. There is
untapped potential in the UK’s BAME communities and
nurturing these talents could accrue significant benefit not only
to the communities affected, but also to society as a whole.
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10: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-52219070, 11: Green Park Business Leaders 2021 index, 12: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-38751307, 13: British Business Bank – Alone Together; 
Entrepreneurship and Diversity in the UK
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CASE STUDIES

Punjabis
Punjab refers to a region split between Pakistan and India, with
the former comprising around 70% of what was historical
Punjab. It was an important province in pre-partition India,
known as The Sword of India, with some 60% of the British
Indian Army being recruited from the region – Muslims, Sikhs
and Hindus.
Punjabi migration to the UK began mainly with servants,
seaman, civil servants and students in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. The first significant Punjabi migration began in
the 1950s driven by labour shortages in the UK. Men from both
Punjab’s (it had been partitioned by this point) often found
work in manufacturing, textile and service sectors. Another
wave of Punjabis arrived from East Africa in the 1970s.
Interestingly, Punjabis cut across ‘national’ (India, Pakistan)
and religious divides (Muslim, Sikh, Hindu), sharing a common
language and cultural similarities. The Punjabi diaspora,
regardless of religious heritage, has been broadly successful
and has strong political, cultural and business representation in
the UK.
• It is difficult to ascertain the true number of Punjabis in the

UK, but it is estimated to be c.1 million14.
• Punjabi is the 2nd most commonly spoken language in the

England & Wales.
• Punjabi music and culture are a big influence on the UK

Asian sub culture.

Many of the Indian Punjabis who came to the UK originate
from the Doab area, while those from Pakistan Punjab come
from Jhelum / Rawalpindi, with significant minorities from the
central Punjab belt stretching from Faisalabad to Lahore.
What counts for their success? While anecdotal at the moment,
there is a theory that given many of these communities
originated from predominantly middle class farming castes –
Arains, Jats and Rajputs - or mercantile castes – Khatris and
Aroras – and therefore have some accumulated social and
human capital, which has helped them achieve success in the
UK.
Another interesting observation is many of the Pakistani
Punjabis from Faisalabad, Multan and its environs, are two time
migrants, with many of them migrating from the Doab region
of Indian Punjab due to partition. Could this ‘double’ migration,
lead to an entrenched ‘immigrant’ effect, pushing them to work
harder?
Given the common language and culture shared
amongst Punjabis, perhaps the community could also
seek to act as peace brokers between India and
Pakistan. This would surely be another source of
strength for the UK.

14: This is an approximation. Assuming that 99% of Sikhs are Punjabi by ethnicity, 20% of Pakistanis, and a smaller proportion of Hindus. 
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Simon Singh MBE 
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CASE STUDIES

Punjabis have been active contributors to the political, business and creative industries in the UK. Some of the 
most famous / successful British citizens of Punjabi origin:

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL, SALONICA GROUP 2023
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LONDON

London is a true melting pot and is perhaps the most global
city in the world. It is a confluence of cultures and religions, all
of whom rub alongside each other, creating a uniqueness. As
the imperial and colonial capital of the British empire, it
naturally became a migration hub for those from the British
colonies. In addition, due to the pre-eminence of English as a
global language, migrants from all over the globe want to settle
in London.
As well as global migration, London is a magnet for domestic
migration, with more graduate jobs in London than in other
parts of the UK.
Similar patterns are reflected in tourism, with around 50 million
domestic and global visitors every year. London has also
become a favourite extended tourism spot with the world’s
global elite.
London is the most populous region, urban
zone and metropolitan area in the UK and had the 5th

largest metropolitan economy in the world in 2021, producing
almost £1 trillion of output (a third of the UK’s GDP).
• Almost a million private sector businesses are based in

London.
• Greater London produced £503 billion.
• The economy of the London metropolitan area is the largest

in Europe alongside Paris (though Paris’s population is 50%
greater than London’s).

London’s economy is dominated by the service industries,
particularly financial services and associated professional
services. According to the Global Financial Centre Report
(GFCI31), London is the second most competitive financial
centre globally, and is therefore one of the "command centres"
for the global economy.
There are several components which contribute to London’s
success:
• The English language and its global role
• Its geography (between the US and Europe)
• Its business friendly environment
• English contract law being the most important and globally

widespread in international contract law
• Public infrastructure
• Its rising hard and soft power
The last point was highlighted in a Deloitte report, which posits
that London has a number of world leading Universities, as well
as top Business Schools. This creates an admixture of graduate
students and business executives, who either stay in the city –
and increase the human and social capital of London – or go
abroad and export London’s soft power.
The report doesn’t include the great number of prestigious
secondary schools that London hosts, many of which educate
the world’s elites.
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Cont.
There has also been an increase in people living in persistent
and relative poverty in London. Inclusive policies – including
affordable housing policies - are required to ensure that income
and wealth inequality decreases, and London’s economic
success doesn’t squeeze out its long term residents.

Opportunities
Despite the many headwinds, London still has the dynamism,
capital and talent to reinvent itself and remain the global city
that has made it so appealing to worldwide talent and the
global elite. Some opportunities could see:
• Renewed efforts by stakeholders in maintaining London’s

position as the capital of global finance
• Also positioning London as the global centre of Shariah /

Islamic Capital

LONDON

Facilitator of the World
In essence, London acts as the facilitator of the world and
excels at providing first class services to a global population.
The capital’s dynamic and international population further
enhances its reputation.
Threats
However, despite its successes, there are some tailwinds which
threaten to put the break on London’s growth. Firstly,
leadership – both Governmental and Mayoral – has been poor
and short sighted in recent years. The Central Government
imposition of a driving surcharge to enter Central London,
during the pandemic was a catastrophe for the F&B and
entertainment sectors in Central London.
Recently, London Mayor Sadiq Khan banned advertisements
promoting Qatari tourism on TFL15 – despite Qatar being one of
the largest investors into the capital – was cack-handed and
clumsy. There seems to be a lack of consistently when forming
and applying policy.
Overhanging all of this is the long shadow of Brexit which has
not been conducive to London’s long term prosperity.
London is the driver of the UK economy and its preservation as
an elite global centre and creator of wealth should be a cross
party policy. It therefore requires holistic and long term policy
making.

15: Evening Standard article “Qatar ‘reviewing London investments’ after TfL bans its adverts” Vecteezy.com
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LONDON IN NUMBERS

Ethnicity, 2021

Religion, 2021

Individuals in persistent poverty 2016/17 – 2019/2016

Income deprivation vs % non-white population
• No obvious link between income deprivation and % population which is non-white

• The white British and Irish
proportion of the
population has fallen from
47% in 2011 to 39% in
20221

• South Asians make up 19%
of London’s population

• Black and mixed race
people make up a further
20%
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MANCHESTER

A success story
Greater Manchester is considered a ‘beta’ global city, and rated as the second most globally influential city in the UK after London. The 
region is now an economic knowledge-led centre, as well as a centre for financial and business services, advanced manufacturing, tech 
and digital and media. It is home to a £74.9 billion economy, global transport hub, incredible talent and high-quality business 
properties. Given its current status, it is easy to forget that Manchester went into a period of steep decline in the 1980s and 1990s.
In the 1990s, the City Council sought to reverse the city’s decline and investment was channelled from activities protecting declining 
industries to more forward-thinking and progressive projects, to attract new business and technologies. Increasing foreign investment 
was also obtained from the Abu Dhabi Sovereign. The late 1990s saw limited investment from the government, but the investment into 
Manchester City football club turbo charged regeneration of the area and increased foreign investment. Manchester has a population of 
553,000 and draws in a mixed cohort of migrants, including young families relocating from the South East, and graduates. 
Manchester is certainly the capital of the ‘Northern Powerhouse’, but can Manchester success be used as a blueprint for other cities to 
re-invent themselves?

Religions in Manchester, 2011 vs 2021
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TAIL WINDS

Not all plain sailing
While we, and many others, see Britain’s diversity as a source
of strength, some in the political and media establishment do
not see it this way. The Conservative Party has, over the past
10 years, introduced a number of draconian measures,
including new citizenship laws, which affect ethnic minorities.
Legal experts have warned that proposed powers to strip
Britons of their citizenship without notifying them will have a
"disproportionate impact" on non-white British citizens and
dubbed them as "astonishingly unjust". For example, Clause 9
of the proposed Nationality and Borders Bill would give the UK
home secretary unprecedented powers that would enable them
to deprive any British citizen of their citizenship without
notifying them.
This has also permeated the media coverage of minority
groups. Miqdaad Versi, a Guardian columnist and member of
the MCB, observed that two thirds of national news articles
paint Muslims in a negative light. Current government ministers
have been libellous in their rhetoric, accusing certain faith
leaders of holding extremist views when this isn’t the case. Yet,
we see a different standard – both among politicians and the
media – when discussing the rise and palpable threats of the
far right. This is perhaps best exemplified in the different media
and state treatments of Shamima Begum and Rhianan Rudd, or
the terrorist attacks on the immigration centre in Kent.

Even sports stars are not exempt, with the treatment of Black
sports professionals in stark contrast to their white peers. Black
players face discrimination on several levels, public (anti-Black
racism from fans in stadiums), private (abusive direct messages
(DMs) on social media) and institutional. Portrayals in the
public sphere are also different - Ian Wright pointed to the
disparate treatment players receive in the press - referencing
recent reports on similar property investments by strikers
Marcus Rashford and Phil Foden.
Perhaps this will become muted over time as we see increased
representation in the media. However it is worthwhile to note
that some of the most reactionary and vitriolic rhetoric has
come from Ministers hailing from an ethnic minority
background.
There have also been a number of racism related scandals in
the public space. This includes Yorkshire County Cricket Club
being accused of being institutionally racist, with one player
being subjected to consistent abuse when he was referred to
as the P-word. On a governmental level, the Windrush debacle
was a stain upon the British Government. Even more shameful
is the refusal of the incumbent government to implement all of
the Windrush Lesson learned Review recommendations that
came out of Wendy Williams’s formal inquiry.
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TAIL WINDS

The lack of representation of people of colour amongst the
upper echelons of civil society is still lagging behind overall
representation. For example only 12% of FTSE100 directors are
from ethnic minority backgrounds – though this is a great
improvement from Q1 2020, when it was only 7%.
As highlighted by the Runneymede Trust, all ethnic      
minorities lag behind their white British counterparts              
on income and wealth statistics, and poverty has         
increased in most ethnic minority communities                    
over the past decade (though levels of                      
inequality and poverty have increased for                             
the population as a whole).
Perhaps this latest census will no doubt                                
be a clarion call for those on the far right              
that England is going to be deluged and 
the indigenous population will slowly die 
out – the ‘Great Replacement Theory’.
This is a debunked theory disseminated by                     
French author Renaud Camus, which states 

Freepik.com

that the complicity or cooperation of "replacist" elites, white
European populations at large are being demographically and
culturally replaced with non-white peoples — especially from
Muslim-majority countries — through mass migration,
demographic growth and a drop in the birth rate of white

Europeans. This is clearly nonsense, and in any
event, the population of white British has also
increased significantly since 1950.

Perhaps the sum total of all of this, is merely
to keep ethnic minorities in their place –

‘uppity n**ger’. Know your place and don’t
put your head above the parapet.
Therefore, civil liberties groups and

those that wish for a more inclusive
society need to continue to call out
bigotry and discrimination

wherever they encounter it.
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CONCLUSION

The UK has changed immeasurably since the Second World War and is now perhaps the most vibrant and diverse place in Europe. The
United Kingdom stands at the cusp of a brave era. Whatever the wrongs of Empire, the UK is now reflective of the diversity of a long
dissolved empire, as well as large populations of people from Europe and beyond. Ethnic minorities are visible in all aspects of British
life and contribute to its prosperity. The proliferation of the English language and commercial law has given the UK an advantage
globally which needs to be utilised.
In this report, we have elucidated the many ways that minorities are a source of strength. However, in order to fully maximise their
potential, the government needs to create an environment conducive to success. For example, supporting ethnic minorities to develop
increased trade links with their ancestral homelands like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nigeria – all of which are high growth
markets. This will be increasingly important particularly in light of Brexit.
From an investment perspective, the changing demographics translates to changing tastes and consumer patterns. The most apparent
opportunity is within the Muslim community and the requirement for Shariah compliant products and services. There are also
investment themes within the Asian and Black community which we have highlighted.
The UK has seen an alarming lack of cogent leadership since the Brexit vote, with the country lurching from one debacle to another –
with the exception of the Covid-19 vaccination development and roll out. Despite this, urban centres such as London have flourished,
however we need a return to medium term policy makers in order to engender stable and sustainable societies and economic growth.

Vecteezy.com
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

• The ethnic minority community is diverse, and the
categories included in the census are inhibiting. All ethnic
minority communities have their own nuances and should
be classified as such.

• The Muslim community is significant, and there are
abundant investment opportunities to cater to this group.

• The Muslim community is also politically significant and
therefore there is an opportunity for political parties to
capture their vote.

• Ethnic minorities are still struggling to access funding. We
highlighted the specific case of Black entrepreneurs, but
BAME entrepreneurs generally find it difficult.

• London is the Jewel of the United Kingdom, and requires
long term planning, agnostic of the political divide.

• Rising inequality in the UK is mirrored with rising poverty in
London. An affordable housing policy for London and other
major cities is required.

• The government needs to enable ethnic minorities to
develop trade high ways to their ancestral homelands –
many of which are high growth economies.

• There is a need to understand why certain minorities are
struggling (for example the high prevalence of Bangladeshis
in social housing) and policies need to be devised to address
these issues.

1

2

4
3

5
6

8
7

This list is not exhaustive and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss further recommendations with stakeholders.



APPENDIX
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LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH

Data and limitations
Unless otherwise stated, all data has been sourced from the ONS, principally the 2021 and 2011 censuses. We have also used third
party reports (see bibliography). Some of the data categories used by the census are inhibiting and reductive, e.g. to identify as
‘Pakistani’ isn’t informative, given there are several major ethnicities (Punjabi, Balochi, Sindhi etc.) in the nation of Pakistan, many of
them represented in the UK. Similarly, describing a 3rd generation descendant of a Windrush immigrant as Black Caribbean is perhaps
something of a misnomer – how much is their experience related to their social economic class, as opposed to their distant ancestry?
However, given the constructs that we find ourselves operating within, these categorisations are useful to highlight the changing meta-
culture and milieu of the UK. Not all of the 2021 census data has been released and data for Scotland and Northern Ireland in
particular is sparse, so this report primarily refers to England & Wales. Also, some source data has been poorly defined – for example,
one statistic by the ONS broke down ‘ethnicity’ by job profession, yet felt it appropriate to lump together ‘Pakistani/Bangladeshi’ as one
‘ethnicity’ and have another ‘ethnic’ category, as ‘Black’. This was not informative at all. Similarly, there are communities which are
growing in stature and importance which aren’t captured. For example, the Somali, Sri Lankan or Turkish community are not captured
separately and appropriately.
Once more information is released from the ONS in respect to the 2021 Census, we will be conducting a follow on report exploring
some of the themes we have covered in this report in greater depth.

Further areas of research
There are several areas of further research we would have liked to explore but were unable to, due to lack of data:  
1. Analysis of household income for ethnic minority communities vs white community within the same area
2. The Bangladeshi community is fairly homogenous, primarily hailing from the same few districts in Bangladesh – Bangladesh itself is 

far more homogenous than India or Pakistan. The Pakistani and Indian community is far more heterogenous, and it would be more
insightful to look at the immigrant experience of different Pakistani and Indian ethnic groups.

3. The Pakistani community is heterogenous and it would be worthwhile to analyse the experiences of the Kashmiri community 
against that of the rest of the Pakistani community.

4. The London/Manchester effect. With respect to ethnic minority education/income levels, we would have wanted to analyse the 
significance of living in London or Manchester has on life outcomes.

5. The link between conscious/unconscious bias and negative coverage of ethnic minority and faith based – in particular the Muslim –
communities in the media. 
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EXISTING LITERATURE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

In addition to analysing the new census data – some of which has yet to be released – we examined both academic journals, market
research and some informal studies. We have found the Colour of Money Report (Runnymede Trust) and British Muslims in Numbers
(MCB) reports particularly insightful.

Policy
Joseph Rowntree Foundation | “From pandemic to cost of living crisis: low-income families in challenging times”
Joseph Rowntree Foundation | “Dragged down by debt: Millions of low-income households pulled under by arrears while living costs rise” 
CityGeographics | “Tracking Gentrification in London and Manchester Using the 2021 Census Occupational Class Data” 
Institute of Race Relations | “Citizenship: from right to privilege”

UK Income Inequality Articles
The Equality Trust | “The Scale of Economic Inequality in the UK”
Institute for Fiscal Studies | “Income and wealth inequality explained in 5 charts”
Resolution Foundation | “The UK’s wealth gaps have grown to over £1.2 million”
The Guardian | “Rising asset wealth and falling real wages ‘drive inequality in Britain”
Financial Times | “Wealth inequality rises in Britain after decade of stability”
UK in a changing Europe | “Economic inequality: new common purpose or same old story?”

https://www.ft.com/content/d52743ca-c669-4c71-941f-8281230a21b5
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EXISTING LITERATURE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

Wealth and Income inequality 
Local Government Association | “Health inequalities: Deprivation and poverty and COVID-19”
BMJ | “Poverty, health, and covid-19” 
Child Poverty Action Group | “Poverty-in-the-pandemic”
JSTOR | “The unequal inequality impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on poverty and health”

Colour of money report findings
Deloitte | “Global Cities, global talent – London’s rising soft power”

Articles
Channel 4 News | “FactCheck: Sunak claims Conservatives lowered income inequality before pandemic”
UNISON National | “Wealth inequality in the UK is 'entrenched' under the Tories”
Financial Times | “The Conservative party should care about inequality”
The Guardian | “Islamophobia in the press must be tackled head-on. Silence is not an option”
The Guardian | “The McCarthyite blacklist of Muslim groups Gove wants published should never see the light of day”
The Guardian | “Groundbreaking report reveals racial bias in English football commentary”
The Conversation | “Racism in football: new research shows media treats black men differently to white men”
Taylor & Francis Online | “‘He is like a Gazelle (when he runs)’ (re)constructing race and nation in match-day commentary at the men’s 2018 
FIFA World Cup”
King’s College London | “Suella Braverman's talk of a refugee 'invasion' is a dangerous political gambit gone wrong”
BBC News | “Suella Braverman confronted by Holocaust survivor over 'invasion' rhetoric ”
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GET IN TOUCH

For more information on this report, get in touch with a member of the team:

Kristine began her career at KPMG over 14 years ago, before
joining Salonica in 2019.
She studied a BSc in Economics at the London School of
Economics and is a Chartered Accountant.

Omar has over 18 years’ experience in the finance sector,
joining Salonica in 2016. He studied at Bayes Business School
and completed an MSt at the University of Cambridge, Wolfson
College.
He is passionate about history and sustainability.

Omar Majid
Lead author
E: omar@salonica-group.com

Kristine Chong
Lead analyst
E: kristine@salonica-group.com
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